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Abstract

Background

Patients affected with aneurysmal subarachnoid hemorrhage (aSAH) often require intensive

care, and then present distinctive outcome from less severe patients. We aimed to specify

their long-term outcome and to identify factors associated with poor outcome.

Methods

We conducted a retrospective study in a French university hospital intensive care unit.

Patients with aSAH requiring mechanical ventilation hospitalized between 2010 and 2015

were included. At least one year after initial bleeding, survival and degree of disability were

assessed using the modified Rankin Scale (mRS) via telephone interviews. A multivariable

logistic regression analysis was performed to determine independent factors associated

with poor outcome defined as mRS�3.

Results

Two-hundred thirty-six patients were included. Among them, 7 were lost to follow-up, and

229 were analyzed: 73 patients (32%) had a good outcome (mRS<3), and 156 (68%) had a

poor outcome (mRS�3). The estimated 1-year survival rate was 63%. One-hundred sixty-

three patients patients (71%) suffered from early brain injuries (EBI), 33 (14%) from rebleed-

ing, 80 (35%) from vasospasm and 63 (27%) from delayed cerebral ischemia (DCI). Multi-

variable logistic regression identified independent factors associated with poor outcome

including delay between aSAH diagnosis and mRS assessment (OR, 0.96; 95% CI, 0.95-

0.98; p<.0001), age (OR per 10 points, 1.57; 95% CI, 1.12-2.19; p = 0.008), WFNS V versus
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WFNS III (OR, 5.71; 95% CI 1.51-21.61; p = 0.004), subarachnoid rebleeding (OR, 6.47;

95% CI 1.16-36.06; p = 0.033), EBI (OR, 4.52; 95% CI 1.81-11.29; p = 0.001) and DCI (OR,

4.73; 95% CI, 1.66-13.49; p = 0.004).

Conclusion

Among aSAH patients requiring assisted ventilation, two-third of them survived at one year,

and one-third showed good long-term outcome. As it appears as an independant factor

associated with poor outcome, DCI shoud retain particular attention in future studies beyond

angiographic vasospasm.

Introduction

Aneurysmal subarachnoid hemorrhage (aSAH) presented a stable incidence of 9-10/100 000

persons per year over the last decades [1, 2]. The young mean age of affliction of 52-55 years

makes this stroke a devastating disease. Although decreasing during the last 40 years, death

rate remains as high as 30-50% [1–5]. Survivors are frequently affected with long-term disabil-

ity, one third of them needing life-long care, and their majority do not recover their previous

health status, suffering from cognitive and/or behavioral impairments [1, 6–8]. The main

determinant of poor outcome, usually defined as death or major disability, is the initial severity

of the hemorrhage, estimated from clinical and radiological scores such as the one developed

by the World Federation of Neurosurgeons (WFNS) [9–12].

Because of their critical condition, patients diagnosed with poor-grade aSAH (grade IV and

V of the WFNS classification) are admitted in intensive care units (ICU) so that early brain

injury (EBI), delayed cerebral ischemia (DCI), and other medical complications can be man-

aged. EBI, a direct consequence of blood irruption in the subarachnoid space and the resulting

raise in intracranial pressure (ICP), is indeed more frequent in this category of patients, and is

strongly associated with poor outcome [13, 14].

Management of EBI usually includes sedation, head bed elevation, normocapniae mainte-

nance, extraventricular derivation when hydrocephalus is associated, and can further consist

of hypothermia and decompressive craniectomy when ICP remains uncontrolled [15, 16]. In

such situations, mechanical ventilation is required. DCI, resulting in secondary neurological

deficiencies, is a frequent complication of aSAH diagnosed in 30% of patients [2, 16–18]. Its

incidence increases with WFNS score [16], and is associated with unfavorable outcome [2, 12,

16, 18]. Therapeutic options are few, and nimodipine still is the only drug improving progno-

sis. However, early management of DCI can reverse it, such that continuous monitoring for

early diagnosis has become a standard of care.

Long term outcome in aSAH patients have mainly been explored in randomized control tri-

als cohorts. Fewer data is available from the specific population of poor grade aSAH patients.

The MASH cohort gathers information on Aneurysmal Subarachnoid Hemorrhage patients

hospitalized in the French university hospital of Montpellier. In this cohort we investigated

long-term outcome and risk factors for poor outcome in critically ill patients admitted in ICU.

Materials and methods

An analytic retrospective study was conducted in an academic center in Montpellier, France.

This observational study was performed according to the STROBE guidelines.
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Study population

Adults patients with aSAH hospitalized in the neuro-ICU between January 2010 and Decem-

ber 2015 were recruited. Only patients requiring mechanical ventilation were included. All

patients underwent a computed tomography angiography (CTA) at admission to confirm sub-

arachnoid hemorrhage caused by aneurysm rupture. Patients with iatrogenic aneurysm rup-

ture and patients lost to follow-up were excluded from the analysis.

Definitions of neurological events

• Early Brain Injuries: early brain injuries (EBI) was defined as the presence, on a CT scan

performed within 48-72 hours after the initial bleeding, of hypodensities or intraparenchy-

mal hemorrhage caused either by initial aneurysm bleeding, ICP elevation, aneurysm-secur-

ing procedure or resulting from external ventricular drain (EVD) placement [13, 14, 19].

Brain-dead patients before day 5 were also considered as early brain injured patients.

• Rebleeding: rebleeding of aneurysm was defined as an increase in the amount of subarach-

noid blood between the initial and secondarily performed CT scans.

• Angiographic vasospasm: transcranial Doppler was not used to diagnose vasospasm.

Angiographic vasospasm was defined as a reduction in arteries diameter of at least one-

third, measured on either CTA or digital subtraction angiography (DSA) [17, 20].

• Delayed cerebral ischemia: delayed derebral ischemia (DCI) was defined as a delayed clini-

cal deterioration due to ischemia (focal neurological impairment or a decrease of at least 2

points on the GCS that lasts for at least 1 hour that cannot be attributed to another cause), or

as a delayed cerebral infraction (infarction on CT scan or MRI scans performed within 6

weeks after SAH, absent from the scan performed between 24 and 48 hours after aneurysm

occlusion, and not attributable to another cause: aneurysm-securing procedure or extraven-

tricular derivation placement) [17].

Management protocol

• Conventional management: Aneurysm exclusion was performed as soon as possible after

hospital admission. Type of aneurysm securing procedure (coiling or clipping) was colle-

gially decided by neurosurgeons and neuroradiologists. In case of hydrocephalus, an external

ventricular drain was placed. Surgical procedures including intracerebral hemorrhage (ICH)

evacuation or decompressive craniectomy were performed when necessary. All patients

were treated according to international guidelines [21].

A CT scan was systematically performed between 24 and 48 hours after aneurysm exclusion.

Patients were sedated and assisted with mechanical ventilation because of their critical con-

dition (coma with Glasgow Coma Scale under 9) or in order to prevent secondary brain

damages by controlling oxygenation and ventilation (PaO2� 75mmHg, PaCO2 between 35

and 40mmHg) and to maintain body temperature between 36˚C and 38˚C. Midazolam (0.2

to 0.4mg/kg/h) was associated with sufentanil (0.2 to 0.4μg/kg/h). In uncontrolled ICP eleva-

tion situation, we added continuous infusion of sodium thiopental (1.5 to 2.5mg/kg/h).

• Management of vasospasm and delayed cerebral ischemia: All patients received nimodi-

pine, administered either orally every 4 hours in a total daily dose of 360mg, or intravenously

in a dose of 2mg/h when the oral route was not available. Patients were under continuous
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nurse supervision, physical examination was performed at least twice a day by physicians,

notably to detect clinical deterioration associated with DCI. Transcranial Doppler monitor-

ing through the acoustic transtemporal window was performed at least twice a day to detect

ultrasonographic vasospasm [22, 23]. Physicians suspected vasospasm when the mean flow

velocity in the middle cerebral artery increased by� 50cm/s. When delayed cerebral ische-

mia or ultrasonographic vasospasm was suspected, CT or MRI were used to diagnose angio-

graphic vasospasm and/or delayed cerebral infraction [20].

In patients with angiographic vasospasm and/or DCI, cerebral perfusion pressure was

optimized with normovolemia and induction of hypertension when necessary. Normovole-

mia was obtained using static measures of left ventricular filling pressures with transthoracic

echocardiography or, when necessary, using dynamic tests such as fluid-challenge focusing

on blood pressure elevation and/or increase in the aortic systolic velocity-time integral.

Hypertension was obtained using norepinephrine.

Combined cerebral intra-arterial milrinone [24, 25] and nimodipine [26] infusions were

administered as a rescue therapy in two conditions: 1) angiographic vasospasm associated

with persistent clinical delayed cerebral ischemia and 2) persistent vasospasm in uncon-

scious patients in whom a neurological exam was not possible. Total intra-arterial daily

doses of 4 mg of milrinone and 3 mg of nimodipine were infused. In case of bilateral angio-

graphic vasospasm, doses were halved for bilateral infusion. Treatment was administered

every day until condition improvement, assessed with clinical, ultrasonographic, and scan-

nographic parameters.

As a last resort, percutaneous transluminal angioplasty (PTA) was performed when vaso-

spasm concerned the proximal portion of the middle cerebral artery [27]. Most severe vaso-

spasms (diffuse or recurrent) were treated with continuous intraveinous infusion of

milrinone at 1mg/h [28]

Patients characteristics

The following data were recorded for every patient: age, sex, tobacco use, Glasgow Coma Scale

(GCS) on admission, Simplified Acute Physiology Score II (SAPSII), presence of intracerebral

hemorrhage (ICH) and Fisher score. Type of aneurysm securing procedure and delay between

aneurysm securing and initial bleeding were noted. Mechanical ventilation and ICU stay dura-

tions were recorded.

Long-term outcome

Degree of disability/dependence and survival were measured using the modified Rankin Scale

(mRS) [29]. All interviews were performed by telephone at least one year after the initial bleed-

ing. The elapsed time (delay, in months) between SAH diagnosis and mRs assessment (i.e.

death or telephone call) was noted. A simplified standardized survey adapted to telephone

exchanges was used [30]. The same investigator (KC) made all phone calls during a 4-months

period. When patients were unable to reply to the survey, a caregiver or the patient’s physician

was interviewed. A long-term outcome score indicating worse than slight disability (mRS ≧ 3)

was considered as poor neurological outcome.

Ethics and consent

This retrospective research was approved by our local Ethics Committee (Comite de Protec-

tion des Personnes Sud-Mediterannee IV, Montpellier, France; ID: Q-2015-09-07). Since there
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was no invasive procedure added to French ICUs standard of care, only verbal consent was

required from the patient or the relatives, according to French law [31]. Patients contacted by

telephone gave their oral consent.

Statistical analysis

All variables studied were primarily selected by their clinical meaning and their significance in

the prior literature. Data are presented as numbers with percentages for categorical variables,

as means ± standard deviations (SD) or as medians with interquartile ranges for continuous

variables. The Shapiro-Wilks test was used to evaluate normal distribution of continuous vari-

ables. Differences in demographic and clinical factors were compared using a chi square test

or Fisher’s exact test for categorical variables, Student’s t Test or Mann-Whitney U test for

continuous variables. The uncertainty in differences were described with 95% confidence

intervals (95% CI). Covariables defined as binary variables and continuous variables were

tested in a multivariable logistic regression model. The variables were selected in a stepwise

selection procedure if p-value<0.15 in the univariable analysis then presented as adjusted odds

ratios with 95% CI. The Hosmer-Lemeshow test was done to evaluate the goodness of fit in the

final logistic regression model. We estimated the survival rates using the Kaplan-Meier

method. Statistical analysis was performed with SAS v9 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA).

Results

Patients’ demographic and clinical data

The flow chart of the study design is shown in Fig 1. Two hundred and thirty-six patients were

admitted to the ICU for spontaneous aSAH requiring mechanical ventilation. Seven patients

were lost to follow-up. The demographic and clinical characteristics of the 229 analysed

patients are summarized in Table 1. Subjects mean age was 55±13 years, female represented

63% of patients. Poor grade aSAH (WFNS IV and V) constituted ninety-one percent of cases.

All patients were mechanically ventilated from the time of ICU admission. Two hundred and

twenty-two (97%) patients were ventilated for at least 48 hours. Mean mechanical ventilation

and ICU stay durations were 22±17 and 33±23 days in patients discharged alive form the ICU,

and were 11±14 and 12±15 days in patients who passed.

Neurological events

Among the 229 patients, 163 (71%) presented EBI. Thirty-three patients (14%) rebled, eleven

before, 7 during and 15 (8%) after the aneurysm securing procedure. Angiographic vasospasm

and DCI were diagnosed in 80 (35%) and 64 (27%) patients respectively.

Among the 115 patients who appeared to be in poor grade on admission (WFNS V

patients), 69 (60%) of them were treated with EVD. None of them of showed sufficient

improvement for early mechanical ventilation weaning. One third of them (38/115) had good

outcome (mRS<3).

Rescue therapy for delayed cerebral ischemia

Intra-arterial nimodipine and intra-arterial milrinone were administered to 58/80 (72.5%)

patients presenting angiographic vasospasm, in a mean total sessions of 2.86 ±1.6. PTA was

performed in 22/80 (27.5%) patients. Twenty-nine (36.25%) patients received intravenous mil-

rinone at low dose.
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Survival

Eighty patients (33.9%) died during the ICU stay. Six patients (2.5%) deceased at the hospital

after being discharged from the ICU, and 12 (5.1%) after discharge from the hospital. Among

the 80 deaths occuring in the ICU, 38 (47.5%) happened within the first 5 days, 58 (72.5%)

resulted from brain death or refractory intracranial hypertension, 19 (23.75%) followed with-

drawal of care and 3 (3.75%) were attributable to other causes (e.g., cardiorespiratory failure).

The median survival length was 20.6 [0.4–48.7] months, and the estimated one-year survival

rate was 63.1±3.1%. The Kaplan-Meier survival curve is shown in Fig 2.

Long-term neurological outcome

Seven patients (3%) were lost to follow-up (Fig 1). Long-term neurological outcome of the 229

remaining patients is displayed in Fig 3. Seventy-three (32%) patients had good outcome

(mRS<3), in detail: 10 (4%) had no symptom (mRS = 0), 32 (14%) showed symptoms but no

Fig 1. Flow chart of the study design. SAH subarachnoid hemorrhage, ICU Intensive Care Unit.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0247942.g001
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disability (mRS = 1), 31 (14%) endured slight disability (mRS = 2), 32 (14%) suffered moderate

disability (mRS = 3), 8 (3%) patients were affected by moderately severe disability (mRS = 4),

18(8%) were afflicted by severe disability (mRS = 5) and 98 (43%) patients had deceased. Eigh-

teen patients (8%) underwent gastrostomy and tracheostomy insertion, six patients underwent

tracheostomy alone (3%) and 4 patients gastrostomy alone (2%). Among the 131 long-term

Table 1. Description of patients with critical subarachnoid hemorrhage requiring mechanical ventilation. Variables comparison between the good- and poor-outcome

groups.

Variable Overall (N = 229) Good-Outcome (N = 73) Poor-Outcome (N = 176) Difference (95% CI)

Age, years 55 ± 13 51.70 ±13.53 56.48 ± 12.57 4.78 (1.15; 8.41)

Male sex, n (%) 84 (37%) 22 (30.14%) 62 (39.74%) 9.61 (-3.42; 22.64)

Tobacco use, n (% 75 (33%) 30 (41.10%) 45 (28.85%) -12.25 (-25.59; 1.09)

GCS on admission

�5 88 (42%) 21 (32.81%) 67 (46.53%) 13.72 (-0.38; 27.81)

6–8 69 (33%) 19 (29.69%) 50 (34.72%) 5.03 (-8.59; 18.66)

�9 51 (25%) 24 (37.50%) 27 (18.75%) -18.75 (-32.22; -5.28)

SAPSII on admission 42.3 ± 12 37.80 ± 10.38 44.46 ± 12.45 6.67 (3.39; 9.94)

WFNS score, n (%)

III 21 (9%) 11 (15.07%) 10 (6.41%) -8.66 (-17.72; 0.40)

IV 94 (41%) 34 (46.58%) 60 (38.46%) -8.11 (-21.87; 5.64)

V 114 (50%) 28 (38.36%) 86 (55.13%) 16.77 (3.16; 30.39)

Intracerebral hemorrhage, n (%) 105 (46%) 28 (38.36%) 77 (49.36%) 11.00 (-2.63; 24.64)

Fisher Score, n (%)

I 1 1 (1.37%) 0 -1.37 (-4.04; 1.30)

II 5 (2%) 3 (4.11%) 2 (1.28%) -2.83 (-7.71; 2.06)

III 43 (19%) 16 (21.92%) 27 (17.31%) -4.61 (-15.80; 6.58)

IV 180 (79%) 53 (72.60%) 127 (81.41%) 8.81 (-3.11; 20.72)

Hydrocephalus requiring EVD, n (%) 156 (68%) 46 (63.01%) 110 (70.51%) 7.50 (-5.69; 20.68)

Aneurysm-securing procedure, n (%)

Coiling 145 (63%) 54 (73.97%) 91 (58.33%) -15.64 (-28.33; -2.94)

Clipping 60 (26%) 18 (24.66%) 42 (26.92%) -15.64 (-28.33; -2.94)

Both 4 (2%) 1 (1.37%) 3 (1.92%) -15.64 (-28.33; -2.94)

No treatment (Failure/Withdrawal of care) 20 (9%) 0 20 (12.82%) 12.82 (7.57; 18.07)

Aneurysm-securing delay, n (%)

<12 hours 129 (56%) 43 (58.90%) 86 (55.13%) -3.78 (-17.50; 9.95)

12 h–24 hours 65 (28%) 26 (35.62%) 39 (25.00%) -10.62 (-23.53; 2.30)

24–48 hours 9 (4%) 2 (2.74%) 7 (4.49%) 1.75 (-3.21; 6.70)

>48 hours 6 (3%) 2 (2.74%) 4 (2.56%) -0.18 (-4.67; 4.32)

Failure 7 (3%) 0 7 (4.49%) -0.18 (-4.67; 4.32)

Withdrawal of care 13 (6%) 0 13 (8.33%) 8.33 (4.00; 12.67)

Early brain injuries, n (%) 163 (71%) 36 (49.32%) 127 (81.94%) 32.62 (19.65; 45.59)

Rebleeding, n (%) 33 (14%) 2 (2.74%) 31 (19.87%) 17.13 (9.84; 24.43)

Angiographic vasospasm, n (%) 80 (35%) 22 (30.14%) 58 (37.18%) 7.04 (-5.93; 20.02)

Delayed cerebral ischemia, n (%) 63 (27%) 14 (19.18%) 49 (31.41%) 12.23 (0.63; 23.83)

Delay of mRS assessment, months 24 ± 25 41.20 ± 22.25 16.34 ± 23.04 -24.86 (-31.60;-18.12)

Description of the 229 patients with critical aneurysmal subarachnoid hemorrhage. Comparison of variables between the good- and poor-outcome groups

(multivariable analysis). Data are expressed as the means ± SD. aSAH indicates Aneurysmal Subarachnoid Hemorrhage; GCS, Glasgow Coma Scale; SAPSII, Simplified

Acute Physiology Score II; WFNS, World Federation of Neurological Surgeons; EVD, External Ventricular Drain; mRS, modified Rankin Score; ICU, Intensive Care

Unit.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0247942.t001
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survivors, the proportion of patients with moderate to severe disability (mRS 3―5) was signifi-

cantly higher in patients diagnosed with DCI than in those who were not (Fig 3): 23/37

(62.16%) versus 35/94 (37.23%), p = 0.0183). The mean delay between SAH diagnosis and

mRS assessment (phone call or date of death) was 27±26 months, and was shorter in the poor-

outcome group (16.34±23.04 versus 44.05±20.47 months, p<0.001).

Factors associated with poor outcome

Demographic and clinical variables in the good- and poor-outcome groups were compared to

each other. The univariable analysis results are shown in Table 1. Among variables defined

based on evaluation at admission, mean age, SAPSII and WFNS scores were significantly

higher in the poor-outcome group, and GCS was significantly higher in the good-outcome

group. There were significantly more cases of EBI, rebleeding and clipping therapeutic in the

poor-outcome group. The time to mRS assessment was shorter in the poor-outcome group.

The occurrences of vasospasm or DCI were not statistically associated with poor-outcome in

the univariable analysis.

In the multivariable logistic regression model, of which the results are shown in Table 2,

factors independently associated with poor-outcome were time to mRS assessment (OR per

month, 0.96; 95% CI, 0.95-0.98; p<.0001), age (OR per 10 years, 1.57; 95% CI, 1.12-2.19;

Fig 2. Kaplan-Meier estimates of survival after intensive care unit admission of patients with critical aneurysmal subarachnoid

hemorrhage requiring mechanical ventilation. The estimated survival of 236 patients after ICU admission for critical aSAH. The

median survival length was 20 months. The estimated one-year survival (indicated by the dotted line) was 63.08%.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0247942.g002
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p = 0.008), WFNS V versus WFNS III (OR, 5.71; 95% CI 1.51-21.61; p = 0.004), subarachnoid

rebleeding (OR, 6.47; 95% CI 1.16-36.06; p = 0.033), EBI (OR, 4.52; 95% CI 1.81-11.29;

p = 0.001) and DCI (OR, 4.73; 95% CI, 1.66-13.49; p = 0.004). The goodness of fit was evalu-

ated with the Hosmer-Lemeshow test (p = 0;5776).

Discussion

In the large MASH cohort, we estimated the long term outcome in aSAH patients using the

mRS score. In line with data available in the literature, the one-year survival rate was 63.1

±3.1%, and poor outcome affected 68% of patients. The risk factors for poor outcome were

also extracted, using a multivariable logistic regression model. Among these, age and WFNS

score are unmodifiable in patients, rebleeding and EBI are managed through early aneurysm

exclusion and non-specific neurocritical care. Time-to-assessment and DCI, identified as pro-

tective and risk factors respectively, are discussed in the following paragraphs.

Fig 3. Long-term outcome for the total population, and for subgroups diagnosed or not with delayed cerebral ischemia. Modified Rankin Score

(mRS) was assessed with a standardized phone survey at least one year after initial bleeding. The degree of disability or dependence for daily activities

was measured on a scale ranging from 0 to 6: 0—No symptom; 1—No significant disability despite some symptoms; 2—Slight disability (unable to

perform all of former activities but no dependence); 3—Moderate disability (help required for ordinary tasks but walking conserved without the need

for assistance); 4—Moderately severe disability (inability to walk without assistance); 5—Severe disability (constantly bedridden); 6—Death. Among

survivors, the proportions of patients with moderate to severe disabilities (mRS 3-5—shown in red colors) and with mRS 0-2 were compared to each

other, in the “DCI” and “No DCI” subgroups using a chi-square test.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0247942.g003

Table 2. Results of a multivariable logistic regression model for variables associated with poor long-term outcome

(mRS 3-6).

Variable Odds Ratio (95% CI) p-value

Delay of mRS assessment (per month) 0.96 (0.95; 0.98) <0.0001

Age (per 10 years) 1.57 (1.12; 2.19) 0.008

WFNS V versus WFNS III 5.71 (1.51; 21.61) 0.004

WFNS IV versus WFNS III 2.15 (0.59; 7.87)

Rebleeding 6.47 (1.16; 36.06) 0.033

Early brain injuries 4.52 (1.81; 11.29) 0.001

Delayed cerebral ischemia 4.73 (1.66; 13.49) 0.004

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0247942.t002
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This study presents some limitations, particularly hindering the interpretation of the time-

to assessment factor. Indeed, it appears as an independent protective factor, though this effect

might arise from bias due to early evaluation of the 36.4% of patients with mRS6, i.e. who

passed, during hospital stay. Alternatively, it could result from an improvement of patients sta-

tus with time, as suggested in a recent study ([11]). This ambiguity stems from the main limita-

tion of this study, that is the absence of outcome evaluation as a function of treatment and

time. Indeed, clinicians practice may have changed during the study period, and time-to-

assessment was not set as a function of aSAH onset, so that the study population lacks homo-

geneity. The retrospective nature of the study hindered the gathering of such information.

Nonetheless, clinical outcome in ICU patients have be assessed, with a very low lost to follow-

up rate<3%.

Finally, DCI was identified as an independent risk factor for poor outcome, that lacks spe-

cific treatment evaluation. Even though large randomized controlled trials would be ideal for

fulfilling that latter goal, we are still missing clear pathophysiological target. In fact, angio-

graphic vasospasm was not statistically associated with poor outcome in this study. This result

is in accordance with other data from the literature, showing 1) a mismatch between angio-

graphic vasoconstriction and clinical DCI, diagnosed in 70 and 30% of aSAH patients respec-

tively, 2) delayed cerebral infarction independently from angiographic vasoconstriction, 3)

poor temporal relationship between ultrasonographic vasospasm and DCI, 4) poor correlation

between successful treatment of angiographic vasospasm and outcome improvement [2, 16,

18]. These observations have led to other conceptions of DCI, focused on mid-term EBI conse-

quences. Briefly, early cell death, increased ICP, acute hydrocephalus, brain oedema, acute

vasoconstriction, damage to the blood-brain barrier, impaired autoregulation, microthrombo-

sis, inflammation, and cortical spreading ischaemia have all been proposed to play a role in

DCI pathogenesis [18]. Of particular interest are the strong arguments for microvasculature

involvement [16, 32, 33], showing early and long-lasting vasoconstriction and thrombosis in

animal models [34]. In our view, this lead should be followed through, calling for both experi-

mental and clinical studies in order to unravel the mechanisms of this dreadful complication.

Conclusion

This study describes long-term outcome in a large cohort of critically ill patients afflicted with

aSAH, and provides accurate data on factors associated with disability and mortality. Though

this latter remains high, one-third of patients have a good functional outcome. As it appears as

a singular potentially treatable factor, DCI should certainly retain attention beyond angio-

graphic vasospasm in future studies.
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